On Train - Air Conditioning Maintenance

On Train has significant embedded experience of the maintenance of DC Airco air conditioning systems. Timely maintenance assures significantly improved vehicle availability and reduced ongoing costs.

On Train is presently providing this service for Greater Anglia for the 2018 Season.

The service includes pre-season checks, time based maintenance, repairs where necessary, leak testing and re-gassing enabling the equipment to perform reliably.

DC Airco equipment is widely fitted throughout the UK fleet on heavy and light rail electric and diesel multiple Units and in the cabs of Locomotives. The equipment assures comfort and assists driver alertness in warm weather.

By providing pre-season checks we are able to ensure that equipment is ready to perform during the coming summer months.

Where equipment has been in service for over 4 years we provide service life extension by replacing life expired components and providing a full system health check.

By providing a full system stand up test we can ensure that there is no loss of refrigerant and we can re-gas any sub-optimal system to ensure that the performance of the equipment is as efficient as the day it was originally installed.
All of our Technicians have been fully trained in advanced intervention. In the majority of cases we can perform repairs on site. In the unlikely event that this is not possible we provide a return and replace service using the specialist capabilities of DC Airco in the Netherlands.

**Note for Editors**

On Train are Route to Market, Installation and Maintenance Specialists, presently active on projects for the installation of technical enhancements such as Passenger Counting. On Train’s technical management coupled with installation capabilities provides a complete service for all DC Airco products on multiple unit stock.  [www.on-train.co.uk](http://www.on-train.co.uk)

DC Airco are specialists in the provision of rugged air conditioning and air cooling equipment for a variety of uses worldwide from rail vehicles to ERTMS ground station cooling. DC Airco equipment has been selected by many UK TOC’s as the “equipment of choice”, including London Midland, Stagecoach Group, Arriva, FGW, National Express and First Capital Connect. [www.dcairco.com](http://www.dcairco.com)

On Train are exhibiting at Modern Railways RVE 2018 at Derby Velodrome on 4th of October 2018. [www.rve-expo.co.uk](http://www.rve-expo.co.uk)

DC Airco are exhibiting at Innotrans Berlin between 18th and 21st September 2018. Hall 3.1 - Stand 109.

**Ends**

Pictures may only be used in direct and coupled editorial related to this press release.

For further information contact Kevin Lane – Managing Director
On Train Limited 07527 811700 klane@on-train.co.uk